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Lausanne – a city of sport – is looking forward to welcoming the World Orienteering 
Championships 2012 

Lausanne is the Olympic Capital and the fourth largest city of Switzerland. The city 
is well experienced in organizing sporting events. For the last twenty years, Lausanne 
has hosted an international meeting almost every year. In 1997, the World Figure-
Skating Championships and the World Artistic Gymnastics Championships were held in 
Lausanne, in 1998 and 2006,  the World Triathlon Championships, in 2001, the World 
Curling Championships, in 2002, the European Figure Skating Championships, and in 
2008, the Men’s European Artistic Gymnastics Championships. This year, Lausanne will 
be hosting the world’s biggest non-competitive gymnastics event with its 20’000 parti-
cipants – the World Gymnaestrada. 

In addition, Lausanne has become the administrative capital of international sport. 
About 50 federations and organizations have established their headquarters in the city, 

e.g. the Court of Arbitration for Sport or the World Anti-Doping Agency. Lausanne’s international perception is also gu-
aranteed thanks to the World Union of Olympic Cities. This association is presided by the city of Lausanne and has the 
objective of promoting the exchange of experience and competencies between Olympic Games host cities and Olympic 
Games candidate cities, in particular concerning economic, environmental and social impacts of the Games.

Finally, the citizens of Lausanne place great importance on going in for sports. They enter numerous sporting events 
throughout the year, such as the running event “20 km de Lausanne”, the Lausanne Marathon or the Triathlon of Lau-
sanne. Overall, nearly 30’000 registered people practice one of the 60 disciplines offered by over 330 clubs and compa-
nies. The authorities, on their part, are involved in organizing several sporting events, e.g. Athletissima, and other events 
of less importance. However, all of them, following the same values, bring young and old together.

In July 2008, Lausanne was elected host city for the World Orienteering Championships 2012. In March 2008, the cen-
tral committee of the Swiss Orienteering Federation has chosen Lausanne to represent Switzerland, emphasizing the 
quality of its infrastructure and transport logistics facilities. Lausanne is located in a remarkable environment between 
Lake Geneva (Lac Léman), the Alps, and the Jura mountain range. Therefore, the topography provides conditions that 
are particularly suitable for orienteering. The difference in altitude between the lake in the south and the forests in the 
north of the city is 500 metres. Thus, the competitions will take place in the city just as well as at the lakeside, in the 
forest and back-country.

The entire city, its authorities and citizens, are looking forward to receiving you next year at the World Orienteering 
Championship and would like to welcome you in advance!

Daniel Brélaz

Mayor of Lausanne



2. Hosts and Partners

Public institutions

Federal Department of Defence, Civil Protection and Sports DCPS

The DCPS is structured into four sectors: Defence, Civil Protection and Sports. The departmental sectors are
directly accountable to the Head of Department.
The Federal Office of Sports is the competence centre of the Confederation for Sport. It is attached to the
Department of Defence, the protection of people and sports. Its mandate: to promote the sport and its values
to the benefit of all age groups and all levels of performance, regardless of social or cultural.

Canton of Vaud - A pearl in the heart of Europe

On the shores of Lake Geneva, tucked between the mountains of the Jura and the Alps, the canton 
of Vaud is the largest French-speaking region of Switzerland. Situated at the heart of Europe, Vaud 
is also half way between the United States and the Far East. 

The region benefits from Switzerland’s privileged position as one of the most prosperous nations on 
earth, with a quality of life that is one of the highest on this planet. The canton also has a multi-
tude of specific assets which make it an ideal environment and base for your activities in Europe 

The sport fund of the canton of Vaud

The sport fund of the canton of Vaud is independent to the budget of the State 
of Vaud and it is designated to finance various aspects of sport. It is funded 
annually by the benefits of Loterie Romande (for the most part) and of the 
Sport-Toto (for a very small part).

City of Lausanne

Lausanne is the Olympic Capital, to say it is THE Olympic Capital is not 
bragging. It is a fact: there is only one Olympic Capital, in the same way that 
Paris, London and Berlin are the only capitals of their respective countries. 
When Juan Antonio Samaranch gave this title to Lausanne in 1994, he did 
so because he believed that, if it was to be the universal embodiment of the 
values he defended, the Olympic Movement needed to have a clear territorial 
expression, a place recognised by all as the repository of these values. And 
he chose Lausanne.
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Swiss Olympic - the umbrella organization of Swiss sport

Swiss Olympic is the umbrella association of the Swiss sports federations 
and represents the Swiss Olympic sports as well as the non-Olympic. It was 
established on 1.1.1997 as a result of a merger of the Swiss Association of 
Sport and the Swiss Olympic Committee with simultaneous integration of the 
National Committee for elite sport.

The 83 member federations of Swiss Olympic counted some 1.6 million mem-
bers (including multiple affiliations included) in more than 22 000 sports 
clubs. The major sports federations are divided into regional and district 
associations.

Lausanne Tourisme

The two information and reception centres of the tourist office are located in 
the railway station and in the Ouchy district down by the lake. They are linked 
to the historic centre by the M2 metro line. Make sure you drop in there to 
take advantage of the thousands of services on offer – ticket office, travel 
passes, area map, recommended itineraries, documentation, hotel and restau-
rant information, help and security services, etc. – and find out about current 
cultural and leisure events, some of which you can attend free of charge.

Presenting Partner PostFinance

PostFinance is Presenting Partner of the World Orienteering Championships 
2012. PostFinance started its involvement in the orienteering sport in the year 
2002 supporting the school project sCOOL. Since 2004 PostFinance is the 
main sponsor of the national team and the World Cup finals taking place in 
Switzerland (called PostFinance Sprint).
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The World Orienteering Championships 2012 and the Swiss 5 Days 2012 will take place on the shores of 
Lake Geneva. The event centre as well as three of the four championships finals will be located in Lausanne 
and its neighbourhoods.

How to reach Lausanne

By air

Lausanne is 60 km from Geneva airport and 230 km from Zurich-Kloten airport. These airports are served by 
numerous airlines providing on average over 200 flights a day to worldwide destinations.

These two main airports are directly linked to the national rail network. Lausanne is thus situated 42 mi-
nutes from Geneva airport (3 connections per hour) and 2hrs 40 from Zurich-Kloten airport (2 connections 
per hour).

By train

Lausanne is situated at the junction of two 
major European lines:
London – Paris – Lausanne – Milan – Rome
Barcelona – Lyon – Geneva – Lausanne – 
Zurich – Munich

More than 40 daily international high-speed 
rail links (TGV and Pendolino) serve Lau-
sanne station.

By car

Lausanne is connected by highways to all 
other major cities in Swizerland. The main 
highway east - west passes Lausanne, and 
the capital Berne is only 105 km away.
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WOC

The official Event Centre for accreditation, information 
and the team leader meetings is located at the cur-
ling hall next to the « Place de la Navigation » in 
Lausanne-Ouchy, at the lakeside.

Media

The WOC Media Centre is located at the curling hall 
next to the « Place de la Navigation » in Lausanne-
Ouchy, at the lakeside.

IOF General Assembly
 
The IOF congress 2012 will be held in the Alpha Pal-
mier Hotel located in the city centre of Lausanne. 

The Swiss 5 Days

The event centre for the Swiss 5 Days will be located at 
the “Place de la Navigation” Lausanne-Ouchy.



5. Weather and Climate
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Elevated on a plateau, Lausanne is often a little cooler than its neighbour Ouchy, which sits on the shore 
of Lake Geneva.

Temperate for most of the year, summers here are pleasantly warm and sunny, although the city is some-
times rather humid in the hotter months. Short-lived rain showers occur throughout the year so even in 
summer, it is important to pack an umbrella.

The climate is at its hottest between July and August, when temperatures average 25°C / 77°F by day and 
drop to around 14°C / 57°F at night.

Average maximum and minimum temperature of air in Lausanne

Average number of rainy days and sunny hours per day
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«Association des Championnats du Monde de Course d‘Orientation 2012»

The World Orienteering Championships 2012 will be organised under the auspices of the «Association des Championnats 
du Monde de Course d‘Orientation 2012». This association unifies representatives from the city of Lausanne, the Canton 
of Vaud, Swiss Orienteering and the regional clubs.

Organising Committee

Executive Committee
President WOC Association Jacques Perrin
Event Director   Ruedi Gloor
Technical Director WOC   Pierre-André Baumgartner
Technical Director Swiss 5 Days  Denis Cuche
Finance     Hans-Ruedi Walser
Secretary    Verena Reymond
Marketing    Marc Baumgartner
Communication    Nicolas Russi
Human Resources  Jacques Strahm

Committee Members
Infrastructure    Jean-Luc Cuche
IT     Daniel Leibundgut
Competitions    Hans-Jörg Suter
Maps    Fritz Rufer
Accommodation   Lausanne Tourism (Claude Petitpierre)
Sponsoring   Grand Chelem Management (Grégory Perret)
Transport    Jürg Landolt
Medical     Alain Sauty  
Catering    Raoul Gendroz  
Events     Eric Hoyois
VIP Hospitality   Annie Matthey  
Environment    Jean-François Huck
IOF Assembly   Karin Haueter

Contact

WOC Lausanne 2012
En Prassy 2
CH-1682 Lovatens
info@woc2012.ch
www.woc2012.ch

7. Event Controllers
IOF Senior Event Adviser   David Rosen (GBR)
National Controller   Stefan Schlatter
     Urs Hofer
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2011

Date Event Place

Saturday 3 September Sprint World Ranking Event Estavayer-le-Lac

Saturday 1 October World Cup middle distance La Chaux-de-Fonds

Sunday 2 October World Cup Final / PostFinance Sprint La Chaux-de-Fonds

2012

Date Event Place

Saturday 23 June World Cup middle distance St-Gallen

Sunday 24 June World Cup sprint St-Gallen
 

World Championships / Swiss 5 Days

Thursday 12 July am Event Centre opens Lausanne - Ouchy

pm Training & model events Lausanne 

Friday 13 July am Training & model events Lausanne 

pm Technical model events Lausanne 

Saturday 14 July am Sprint Qualification Lausanne

pm Opening ceremony Lausanne

pm Sprint Final Lausanne 

Sunday 15 July am Swiss 5 Days 1 Lausanne - Vidy

pm Long Distance Qualification Ballens

Monday 16 July am Swiss 5 Days 2 St-George 

pm Middle Distance Qualification St-George  

Tuesday 17 July am Swiss 5 Days 3 St-Cergue - La Givrine

pm Middle Distance Final St-Cergue - La Givrine

Wednesday 18 July am Swiss 5 Days 4 Villars sur Ollon

pm IOF/VIP/Media race Lausanne

Thursday 19 July am Long Distance Final Lausanne - Chalet à Gobet

Friday 20 July am Swiss 5 Days 5 Lausanne - Chalet à Gobet

Saturday 21 July am Relay Lausanne - Chalet à Gobet

pm Closing ceremony and WOC Party Lausanne - Chalet à Gobet
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9.1. Clothing

Clothing: No restrictions 

Footwear: Athletics spike shoes are forbidden
 

9.2. Anti-Doping

„Doping is fundamentally contrary to the spirit of sport“ - Doping is strictly prohibited. 

The organizers of WOC2012 are committed to do everything required to support the official anti-
doping authorities in the successful and transparent realisation of their work. We strongly support 
all positive efforts to keep our sport clean and free of doping. 

The anti-doping tests will be conducted by Anti Doping Swiss Agency, with the procedures laid 
down in the WADA International Standards for Testing and the IOF anti-doping rules valid as from 
1st February 2010. 

 

9.3. Punching and Timing Systems

The punching system used in all the WOC2012 competitions will be SPORTident. 

The SI cards will be provided. 

In addition to the SI card, competitors may have to carry a tracking device. All necessary equip-
ment will be provided by the organisation and will be demonstrated at the technical model event 
on Friday 13th July. 
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Overview

Long Q

Middle Q / Day 2

Long F / Relay / Day 5

Middle F / Day 3

Sprint / Day 1

Bière-Ballens

St-George

Lausanne Jorat

St-Cergue

Lausanne-City

Sprint Qualification and Final

Description of the embargoed area of Lausanne

The terrains of the University of Lausanne (UNIL) and of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL)
    - can be entered, but without any map
    - are forbidden to running, with exception of the athletics track

The rest of the published embargoed area is forbidden.

It is permissible to use the road accessing Lausanne-Ouchy
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Middle and long distance qualification

Middle distance Final



10. Embargoed Areas
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Long distance Final and Relay



11. Competition Areas
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Existing Maps of competition areas

Sprint Lausanne-City
Dorigny  Lausanne-Vidy 
(1:4‘000 - 2007) (1:4‘000 - 2002)

Qualification long distance  Bière-Ballens  Qualification middle distance St-George
Bière-Ballens   St-George 
(1:15‘000 - 1986)  (1:10‘000 - 1990)

Final middle distance La Givrine
La Dôle
(1:15‘000 - 1998)

Finals long distance Lausanne-Jorat
Jorat   Grand Jorat 
(1:15‘000 - 1980) (1:15‘000 - 1992/1997)

Relay Lausanne-Jorat 
Jorat-Mauvernay  Bois de Benenté (1:10‘000 - 2005) 
(1:10‘000 - 2003/2007)

All maps can be downloaded as PDF from the website 
www.woc2012.ch
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Competition Class Approximate Winning Time (min) Approximate Length (km)

Sprint Qualifications w
m

13:30 
13:30

2.5 
3.0

Sprint Finals w 
m

13:30 
13:30

2.5 
3.0

Middle Distance Qualifications w 
m

25:00 
25:00

3.5 
4.0

Middle Distance Finals w 
m

35:00 
35:00

4.5
5.5

Long Distance Qualifications w 
m

45:00 
60:00

7.5 
12.0

Long Distance Finals w 
m

75:00 
95:00

12.0 
19.0



13. Terrain description
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Sprint Qualification and Final
 
The two sprint races will take place at the lakeside of Lausanne, near the headquarters of the Internatio-
nal Olympic Committee and the harbour of Ouchy. Partly park, partly urban terrain it demands high speed 
combined with faultless route choice and no time loss near the controls. The qualification courses are 
mainly in a flat area, the final includes also some up- and downhill parts that are typical for this city.
 
Middle Distance Qualification
 
The middle distance qualification will be run on a plateau of the Jura Vaudois, close to St-George. The 
dense forest is interspersed with varying relief and rocks, canyons and large depressions.
 
Middle Distance Final

The middle distance final leads the athletes into a typical Jurassic area in the region of Col de la Givrine 
(Nyon, St-Cergue). This terrain combines gentle but detailed hills with rocky sections. Fine map reading  
and accurate running will decide the medal places. 
 
Long Distance Qualification

The area of the long qualification race reflects the normal type of forest for the lower part of Switzerland 
between Jura and Alps. Low hills, interspersed with ditches, roads and many paths and some dense vege-
tation characterise this area.

Long Distance Final and Relay

The long distance final and the relay will be held in the largest forest of the Canton of Vaud, on the nort-
hern edge of the city of Lausanne. The Jorat, located at 900 m, is a forest with different faces, fast, but in-
terspersed with many ditches. For the courses, the most beautiful areas of this terrain have been selected. 
Good route choice and endurance will be the deciding aspects for the top rankings.
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Maps are drawn according to the International Specifications for Orienteering Maps (ISOM 2000) and the 
International Specifications for Sprint Orienteering Maps (ISSOM 2007).

Sprint          Relay

Qualification   Final      
1:4000 / 2.5 m   1:4000 / 2.5 m     1:10000 / 5 m

Middle distance

Qualification   Final
1:10000 / 5 m   1:10000 / 5 m

Long distance

Qualification   Final
1:15000 / 5 m   1:15000 / 5 m
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2011

Date Event Place

Monday-Friday 26-30 September Training camp 2 (Week 39) Vaud, Neuchâtel and Bern

2012

Date Event Place

Monday-Sunday 2-8 April Training camp 3 (Week 14) Vaud, Neuchâtel and Fribourg

Monday-Friday 18-22 June Training camp 4 (Week 25) Vaud, Neuchâtel and Fribourg
 

Costs for training services

Maps without overprinting CHF 6.00

Maps overprinted with controls or courses CHF 9.00

Map files in JPEG format CHF 120.00

Training session with SPORTident timing CHF 120.00 + map CHF 9.00

Organized race or training course, with start lists and results CHF 150.00 + map CHF 9.00 
        

Contact

WOC Lausanne 2012
En Prassy 2
CH-1682 Lovatens
info@woc2012.ch
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The WOC2012 organisers recommend the use of public transport facilities in order to reduce environmental 
impact.

For teams, IOF Officials, Guests and Media Representatives:

A transport package for WOC is offered at a cost of CHF 150 per person. This includes transport:

- from and to Lausanne railway station
- to and from the model events
- to and from the competition arenas
- to and from the WOC party

This transport package must be reserved via the entry form. It may occasionally include public transport.

More detailed information‘s will be published in bulletin 3.
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Media representatives are cordially invited to come to Lausanne and to spread their coverage of WOC2012 
from Switzerland across the globe.

The official Event and Media Centre of WOC 2012 will be in the Curling Hall at Lausanne-Ouchy.

Media conferences will be held after the final races, in the final arenas. Fully equipped dedicated facilities 
for the media will be available in the arenas at all WOC events.

It is planned to have full TV coverage of all WOC races (direct transmission from sprint and relay final). 

Entry and Accommodation

We recommend the Au Lac Hotel *** or Alpha Palmier Hotel**** for accommodation, where we offer attrac-
tive WOC2012 rates. These hotels are located close to the city centre and close to the the Media Centre.

Accommodation reservations shall reach the WOC2012 office not later than 31st March 2012.

Entry applications, accompanied by a passport size photo, submitted by media representatives must also 
arrive at the WOC2012 office no later than 31st March 2012.

Accreditation fee* of CHF 50
Transport Package CHF 150 or CHF 30 per day

* The accreditation includes:
  - Access to media areas and services (incl. start lists and results)
  - Competition maps
  - Media race 
  - City maps of Lausanne
 

The requested accommodation reservations will only be confirmed provided that room payment has been 
received by 1st June 2012.

An accreditation form with full details (allowing online entry) will be available on the WOC website from 
November 2011.

Media Director WOC2012:
Nicolas Russi
E-mail: communication@woc2012.ch
Mobile +41 79 405 74 05.
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Entries, requests for transportation and requests for accommodation are to be made via the IOF & Guest 
accreditation form available on the WOC2012 website.

Payments are to be made as indicated on page 25 and on the Entry Form.

Entries should be made by 31st March 2012

Entry/Accreditation fee* of CHF 100 (Entry for Swiss 5 Days not included)

* The accreditation includes:
  - VIP tent in the competition arenas
  - Competition maps
  - Start and results lists
  - VIP and Media race 
  - City maps of Lausanne
  
IOF delegates are offered accommodation in two hotels in Lausanne: Au Lac Hotel*** and Alpha Palmier 
Hotel**** (price details are given on the Entry Form). All IOF Council and commission meetings and the 
Presidents’ Conference will be held at the Alpha Palmier Hotel.

Reservations must be confirmed by 30th April 2012.
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Entry
 
Preliminary Entries, Requests for Transportation and Requests for Accommodation are to be made on the 
same entry form. Payments are to be made as indicated on page 25 and on the Entry Form.

Entries are to be made exclusively via entry forms found on-line on the www.woc2012.ch website, as follows:

By 31st March 2012:
Preliminary Entries are required on Form E1 for WOC.

By 1st July 2012:
Final Entries for teams must be made on Form E5 for WOC (these forms will be available on the website 
in April 2012) or directly in the online entry system. The final entries must be accompanied by a passport 
photograph of each competitor and team official.

Entries will not be valid until receipt of the payment of the entry fee which will be due on 1st June 2012. For 
details for making payments see page 25.

Accreditation & fees for team members     Price per person
Accreditation fee for athletes CHF 100
Transport package for WOC  CHF  150
WOC Party  CHF 40
Accreditation and entry fee for team officials  CHF 250 
Entry fee for Sprint (qualification + final)  CHF 110
Entry fee for Middle Distance (qualification + final)  CHF 110
Entry fee for Long Distance (qualification + final)  CHF 110
Entry fee per Relay team  CHF 200

There is no limit on the number of team officials.

The accreditation includes: model events, competition maps, start and result lists, city maps of Lausanne, 
public transport in Lausanne for those staying in the town.

The WOC entry fees include: Participation in the WOC competition and, subject to the availability of vacant 
places, participation in the Swiss 5 Days event on the day of a final for which competitors have failed to qua-
lify. For team leaders: Participation in the Swiss 5 Days is not included. They must register separately via the  
Swiss 5 Days Entry Form.
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Accommodation

Teams may choose their accommodation freely but may not reside within the embargoed area shown on page 
11. This limitation does not change with the release of embargoed terrain for training.

We recommend the official WOC Hotels for accommodation, where we offer attractive WOC2012 rates
(prices per person/night with breakfast):

Accommodation Cost per person per night with break-
fast included (CHF)

Cost per person per night with half 
board included (evening meal) (CHF) 

Cat A Single room 
Twin Room

210
130

250
180

Cat B Single room 
Twin Room

180
120

210
150

Cat C Single room 
Twin Room

160
105

195
140

Cat D Single room 
Twin Room
3-bed room *
4-bed room *

70
70
45
45

85
85
60
60

* = Showers & WC on the corridor

Requests for accommodation must be made on the Preliminary Entry forms (Form E1 for WOC) together with 
the preliminary entries.

Hotel booking requests will be processed on a “first-come, first-served” basis. Note that there is very little 
spare hotel capacity in Lausanne during mid-July so early booking is recommended.

All these reservations must be confirmed by 30th April 2012.
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Entry Fees 

For the 5 days including the use of public transport for 8 days:

         (21 years and older)        (16-20 years)    (15 years and younger) 
Entry before 31st January 2012:   CHF 200.-  CHF 150.-  CHF 110.-
Entry before 31st May 2012:   CHF 225.-  CHF 170.-  CHF 130.-

For a single day including use of the public transport for this day:

         (21 years and older)        (16-20 years)    (15 years and younger) 
Entry before 31st May 2012:   CHF   45.-  CHF   34.-  CHF   26.-

Entries after 31st May 2012 are only possible if starting places are available.

Entry on-site (for open race short, middle and long distance), without transport:

         (21 years and older)        (16-20 years)    (15 years and younger) 
      CHF   32.-  CHF   22.-  CHF   14.-
 
For the open categories the start of the 4th day can only be reached with a special transport for which an 
additional ticket is needed (not included in the entry fee).

All the ages refer to the competitor‘s age on 31st December 2012.

A parking permit for the 5 competition days can be ordered and paid together with the entry 
for CHF 45.- until 31st may 2012.

Otherwise a daily parking fee of CHF 10.- has to be paid. Buses and minibuses with  
at least 9 people are free of charge.

Entries can be made from the beginning of August 2011 on www.woc2012.ch/swiss5days

Competition format

The Swiss 5 Days consist of 5 races. At stage 1 to 4 a points system will be used. Out of these 4 races 
the best 3 results count for the chasing start on the last day.

Categories

Swiss 5 Days: H/D-10, -12, -14, -16, -18, -20 ; H/DE, AL, AK, B ; HAM ; H/D35-, 40-, 45-, 50-, 55-, 60-, 
65-, 70-, 75- ; H80 ; H/D45K.
Daily entry: OK (open short), OM, (open middle) OL (open long) and H/D-sCOOL (schoolboys/schoolgirls).

Depending on the number of entries categories may be divided or combined.

The timing system will be based on SPORTident. An SI card can be rented for a daily rate of CHF 2.-.
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According to the current regulations, citizens of some countries must obtain a visa
in order to enter Switzerland. Please check the following website for more information:

http://www.bfm.admin.ch/content/bfm/en/home/themen/einreise.html

Visas should be applied for at your nearest Swiss Embassy.
Please note that conditions of entry to Switzerland can change and all WOC participants are advised to keep 
up to date with the current situation by consulting their local Swiss Embassy.

22. Payments

Payments of WOC entry fees, accreditation fees and accommodation should be paid to:

WOC 2012, Lausanne
Championnats du Monde de Course d‘Orientation

IBAN No: CH03 0900 0000 3027 3195 1
BIC: POFICHBEXXX
PostFinance Schweiz, Bern, Switzerland
Postkonto-Nummer
30-273195-1

23. Important Deadlines

31st March 2012:
• Preliminary entries for teams
• Accreditation for media representatives
• Accreditation for IOF Officials and WOC2012 Guests

30th April 2012
Deadline for confirming reservations for accommodation

31st May 2012
Deadline for Swiss 5 Days registration

1st June 2012:
• Full payment of entry fees and services ordered

1st July 2012:
• Final entry for teams



24. IOF General Assembly
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IOF Pre-GA Seminar on Thursday 19th July 2012

IOF General Assembly on Friday 20th July 2012

The IOF Pre-GA Semnar and the IOF General Assembly will be held in the Alpha Palmier Hotel 
in Lausanne-City. 

Hôtel Alpha Palmiers
Rue du Petit-Chêne 34
1003 Lausanne
021 555 59 99
www.fassbindhotels.com/

25. Further Information and contact

For further information on WOC2012 please see the official website or
contact the WOC2012 organising committee : 

Address : 
WOC2012
En Prassy 2
CH-1682 Lovatens
Switzerland
info@woc2012.ch   
www.woc2012.ch    Verena Reymond, WOC 2012 secretary

Bulletin 3, giving more detailed information, will be published in May 2012. 
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Lausanne, the Olympic Capital, truly welcoming

Nestling on the shores of Lake Geneva, the largest lake of central Europe, Lausanne is situated at the cross-
roads of cultures, customs and trends. From the Roman Lousonna to the modern European city it has a long 
tradition in welcoming visitors from around the globe over the centuries. The city is within easy reach and 
close to all European capitals, being only 40 min from Geneva international airport, 3h40min by TGV train 
from Paris and 3h15 from Milano. 

The Olympic Capital is known throughout the world, but there are many other aspects to its international 
status: tourist destination for business and leisure, centre of study and research, cultural metropolis, city of 
medical care and various events such as major sporting events. 

Lausanne boasts not only a stunning setting between lakes, vineyards and the Alps but also offers impres-
sively high standards in infrastructures and services. The 6’000 available hotel beds, the Beaulieu Lausanne 
Convention & Exhibition Centre, the university and the federal institute of technology, numerous vocational 
colleges (including the famous Lausanne Hotel School), the university hospital, several banks and private 
clinics, as well as the opera house and the Béjart Ballet Lausanne give the city many aspects of a metropolis. 
With its 130’000 inhabitants (300’000 in the greater urban area) it is yet human sized and open to the world. 

In the shadow of its Gothic cathedral and the surrounding historic old town, numerous artists, writers, mo-
narchs and statesmen, great physicians and famous people from here and elsewhere have basked in the 
hospitality and sense of well-being flowing through this city, where it feels so good to devote oneself to 
work, play, shopping, relaxation....

As early as 1915 Baron Pierre de Coubertin chose Lausanne to set up the headquarters of the International 
Olympic Committee (IOC) and many associations linked to the Olympic movement followed, including the 
Olympic Museum in 1993,  which is unique in its kind. The establishment of numerous sports organisation 
and federations make the city today an international centre for sports administration. Lausanne can be proud 
about its numerous assets making the city designed and dedicated to the wellbeing of the mind and body. 

Lausanne Tourism is really looking forward to welcome all the participants, officials, media representatives 
and accompanying persons to the WOC in 2012.
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